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Figure 1: The proposed method improves the sparse input view synthesis of the hash-encoding-based NeRF method. (a) Vanishing
point extraction from the perspective or omnidirectional images. (b) Scene-positional encoding alignment according to estimated
vanishing points. (c) Hash-frequency encoding compositing (d) NeRF rendering

ABSTRACT

Neural Radiance Fields (NeRF) enable novel view synthesis of 3D
scenes when trained with a set of 2D images. One of the key compo-
nents of NeRF is the input encoding, i.e. mapping the coordinates to
higher dimensions to learn high-frequency details, which has been
proven to increase the quality. Among various input mappings, hash
encoding is gaining increasing attention for its efficiency. However,
its performance on sparse inputs is limited. To address this limitation,
we propose a new input encoding scheme that improves hash-based
NeRF for sparse inputs, i.e. few and distant cameras, specifically for
360◦ view synthesis. In this paper, we combine frequency encoding
and hash encoding and show that this combination can increase
dramatically the quality of hash-based NeRF for sparse inputs. Addi-
tionally, we explore scene geometry by estimating vanishing points
in omnidirectional images (ODI) of indoor and city scenes in order
to align frequency encoding with scene structures. We demonstrate
that our vanishing point-aided scene alignment further improves
deterministic and non-deterministic encodings on image regression
and NeRF tasks where sharper textures and more accurate geometry
of scene structures can be reconstructed.
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Computer vision—3D imaging

1 INTRODUCTION

Virtual reality (VR) and augmented reality (AR) have become in-
creasingly popular in recent years, creating a demand for high-
quality and efficient virtual scene representation to provide an im-
mersive experience for users. To achieve this, 6-degree-of-freedom
(6DoF) navigation within a scene and continuous view synthesis
from a set of real captures are essential. The light field camera is one
promising solution, which uses a structured camera array to capture
densely packed ray directions, enabling continuous view synthesis.
Omnidirectional image (ODI) is also a widely used format as it
offers 3DoF inherently from a single capture. To accurately repre-
sent a 3D scene and generate photorealistic novel views, a dense
sampling of views from various positions and directions is desirable.
However, it can be challenging due to limited space and camera
equipment availability. Recent advancements in image-based view
synthesis techniques have made it possible to reconstruct scenes
with sparse image captures from commercial devices, i.e. making it
more convenient and cost-effective for users.

Neural Radiance Fields (NeRF) [27] technique has been intro-
duced as one powerful technique for view synthesis and scene recon-
struction from a set of input views. The implicit neural scene repre-
sentation of NeRF enables the modeling of view-dependent radiance
and complex geometry. This is achieved by mapping the spatial
positions and viewing directions (represented as 5D coordinates) to



corresponding color and opacity values through a multi-layer percep-
tron (MLP). Positional encoding is a crucial component of NeRF as
it enables coordinate-based MLPs to efficiently learn high-frequency
features. The original NeRF method uses a sinusoidal input mapping
which is also known as frequency encoding or frequency feature.
Several studies have shown that different encoding schemes can
further improve the performance and quality of NeRF [40], some
even utilize special activation functions without the need for explicit
positional encoding [9,35,38]. The most recent study, Instant Neural
Graphics Primitives with a Multiresolution Hash Encoding, also
known as Instant NGP [29], has enabled fast training and real-time
rendering due to its input hashing and sparse feature grid. However,
these methods may suffer from heavy degradation,when the input
views are distant and sparse.

In the domain of sparse view synthesis, we observed the limitation
of the hash-based NeRF technique, which gets trapped easily in
local minima due to the inherent ambiguity of the problem. Our
motivation is to enable sparse novel view synthesis with the NeRF
method while still benefiting from the efficiency provided by the
hash-based method. Different approaches have been proposed to
address this issue, such as exploiting stable features from 2D images
and cross-view consistency [7, 8, 20, 45] to generalize NeRF with
few or even single input views, and exploring the sparsity of scene
geometry and regularizing NeRF with depth smoothness [31] and
ray entropy [23]. However, these methods typically require a large
pre-trained model for extracting and aggregating local features, or
some extra view sampling phases to regularize unseen views, and
none of them focused on the 360◦ scenes.

Our focus is on the reconstruction of 360◦ scenes with limited
captures from a sparse array of omnidirectional cameras and en-
abling large-scale 6 DoF navigation in the virtual scene. To tackle
the sparse view synthesis problem, particularly for 360◦ content, we
introduce a new hash-frequency encoding that combines the benefits
of frequency encoding with the efficiency of hash encoding. Our
approach explicitly aligns the frequency encoding with the vanish-
ing points estimated from the planar image or the ODI. This new
pipeline enables hash-based NeRF to approximate accurate geometry
and radiance from sparse inputs while enhancing the reconstruction
of structures aligned with the orthogonal coordinate system. As a
result, our proposed method achieves superior quality compared to
the baseline methods.

In this paper, we demonstrate that frequency encoding has better
generalization performance over hash encoding when dealing with
limited inputs and how frequency encoding can assist hash encoding
by conducting experiments on synthetic and real datasets. We follow
the finding in [40], which shows that the frequency encoding is
biased towards data with more frequency details along the axes.
We present the improvements, which the scene-encoding alignment
brings to 3D-NeRF as well as to 2D image regression task. In
summary, our contributions are:

• We propose a new hash-frequency composited encoding
scheme for sparse 360 reconstruction tasks. We demonstrate
that it dramatically improves the robustness of hash-based
NeRF.

• We align the frequency encoding with the scene geometry
of indoor and city scenes by estimating vanishing points
from planar and spherical images, which further improves
the reconstruction quality from 2D and 3D coordinate-based
MLPs.

2 RELATED WORK

2.1 Neural Scene Representation
As a new way to model visual signals, the method represents the
scene as an MLP that takes the spatial and temporal coordinates as in-
put. The use of coordinate-based MLPs has been gaining increasing
attention in the field of 3D vision, largely thanks to the represen-
tative work of Mildenhall et al. [27], the Neural Radiance Fields
(NeRF). The NeRF technique models the 3D scene by incorporating
view-dependent radiance estimation for individual 3D points. The
parameters of NeRFs are optimized by minimizing the photometric
errors of the predicted color. The proposed method enables high-
fidelity view synthesis and has become a new foundation in different
computer vision domains, such as simultaneous localization and
mapping (SLAM) [49], camera calibration [22, 24, 43], dynamic
scene modeling [32, 33, 36], 3D generative modeling [19, 28], and
high-quality VR display [13]. The major drawbacks of the NeRF
method, such as time-consuming per-scene optimization and slow
rendering, have been addressed in many different ways. Some stud-
ies address this problem by utilizing partial or full explicit scene rep-
resentation and a more efficient input encoding scheme [14, 29, 39].
The novel hash-encoding and multi-resolution voxel grid techniques
proposed in InstantNGP [29] enable on-the-fly training and real-
time inference. However, the results of these methods degrade when
inputs become sparser, especially when the cameras are as distant
as a few meters from each other. Our proposed encoding scheme
improves the robustness of hash-encoding when dealing with sparse
input.

2.2 Omnidirectional Imaging
ODIs are usually captured by cameras or camera arrays with a
field of view that covers nearly the entire sphere, therefore they
are also known as 360◦ cameras. These cameras allow users to
capture their entire surroundings with a single device, providing
an immersive experience for viewers. The raw captures from the
cameras can have various formats depending on the projection and
number of lenses used. Fisheye lenses are the most commonly
employed in 360◦ cameras as they have a large field of view. One
widely used format of ODIs is the equirectangular-projection
(ERP) image, which maps the sphere onto a rectangular with
an aspect ratio of 2:1. It is challenging to apply algorithms for
planar images directly on ODIs because of the distortion from the
special projection. Therefore, many novel view synthesis pipelines
have been developed specifically for ODIs. Multi-sphere [3] and
multi-cylinder [15] images allocate blending weights and colors
onto discrete surfaces, enabling the synthesis of free viewpoint
panoramas. The Omni-NeRF [16] extends NeRF to be trained with
raw fisheye captures. Some works [18, 37] focus on photo-realistic
renderings from a single ERP image with pre-acquired depth
information. Our pipeline models the ERP geometry explicitly,
enabling accurate vanishing point estimation and scene-encoding
alignment, and therefore achieving novel view synthesis from ODIs
with higher quality and allowing large-scale 6 DoF navigation
within the virtual scene.

2.3 Sparse Input View Synthesis
One of the most challenging tasks for NeRF approaches is view
synthesis from sparse inputs. The MVSNeRF [7] utilizes multi-view
stereo (MVS) constraints and creates a cost volume to effectively
generalize the NeRF. The PixelNeRF [45] and SRF [8] leverage
local features extracted from 2D images by Convolutional Neural
Networks (CNN) and thus are able to predict the 3D geometry from
limited input views. Higher-level features such as cross-view seman-
tic consistency, are also considered in later studies. DietNeRF [20]
utilizes the semantic latent code from CLIP [34] to regularize the
appearance in close views. By incorporating pre-acquired depth



information, DS-NeRF [12] improves the reconstruction perfor-
mance with less image supervision. The RegNeRF [31] regular-
izes the geometry and appearance of image patches from unseen
viewpoints by enforcing the depth smoothness and maximizing the
log-likelihood predicted from a pre-trained flow model. Likewise,
DiffusioNeRF [44] employs a similar approach, utilizing a pretrained
denoising diffusion model to effectively regulate color and depth
patches. Meanwhile, InfoNeRF [23] and MIP-NeRF-360 [4] focus
on refining the density distribution along individual rays, effectively
compacting the representation of the scene.

Regularity of indoor and city scenes is also exploited to improve
the accuracy of reconstruction. Guo et al. [17] classify orthogonal
surfaces and enhanced low-texture surface reconstruction by enforc-
ing their orthogonality. However, these existing methods for view
synthesis from sparse inputs may require costly pre-training or addi-
tional regularization steps. In this work, we extract the global scene
information by estimating the vanishing points from 2D images and
our approach aligns the deterministic input encoding with the scene
structure and combines the aligned frequency features with efficient
hash-encoding without adding overheads on the NeRF or requiring
additional depth information.

2.4 Vanishing Point Estimation
Vanishing point estimation is an important task in computer vision
and has been extensively studied in recent years. Traditional meth-
ods [25] for vanishing point estimation rely on geometric constraints
and line detection algorithms. These methods detect line segments
first, and possible vanishing points are proposed with line cluster-
ing algorithms based on geometric cues. These methods are often
sensitive to noise and require manual tuning of parameters.

Recently, deep learning-based approaches have shown promis-
ing results in vanishing point estimation [5, 6]. These approaches
formulate vanishing point detection as a classification problem that
detects in-image vanishing points. Zhou et al. [47] were inspired by
deformable convolution networks [11] and proposed a conic convolu-
tion operation to extract features by explicitly enforcing the kernels
to follow structural lines, followed by a vanishing point scan on
the hemisphere. This method can detect potential vanishing points
outside the image. However, this method and the conic convolution
only work for perspective images. Our adaptation makes this method
compatible with ODIs.

3 BACKGROUND

Our method is built upon the recent state-of-the-art NeRF [27]
pipeline, Nerfacto [41]. In this section, we first introduce the NeRF
and its key component: input encoding, as well as the integrated
improvements in Nerfacto. To accurately estimate vanishing points,
which is a crucial step for encoding alignment, we give an overview
of the conic convolution-based approach NeurVPS [47], which is
the basis for our extension for ODIs.

3.1 Neural Radiance Fields
Given an input 5D coordinate (x,y,z,θ ,φ) in 3D space with (θ ,φ)
being the viewing direction, the MLP FΘ predicts the volume
density σ and the view-dependent color c = [r,g,b], with Θ being
the weights of the MLP

[c,σ ] = FΘ(x,y,z,θ ,φ). (1)

To synthesize individual pixels, the points along the projected rays
are discretely sampled from the MLP and aggregated through the
volume rendering function. The weights of the MLP are learned by
minimizing the photometric loss of the predicted pixel color and the
ground truth from input images.

Positional Encoding: The NeRF MLP takes the 5-dimensional
spatial coordinates (x,y,z,θ ,φ) as input. In more general cases, feed-
ing the d-dimensional input u ∈ Rd directly to the coordinate-based

MLP may result in an underfitting to the low-frequency content
of the scene. One effective way is to map the input coordinates
to a higher dimensional hyperspace before passing them into an
MLP. The proposed mapping γ(u) in NeRF uses sinusoids with
logarithmically-spaced axis-aligned frequencies, therefore it is also
known as frequency encoding:

γ(u) =
[
. . . ,cos

(
2πσ

j/mu
)
,sin

(
2πσ

j/mu
)
, . . .
]T

for j = 0, . . . ,m−1.
(2)

the input coordinate u is scaled to [0,1), m and σ are hyperparam-
eters which can be tuned for specific tasks. The in-depth study in
the paper [40] has shown the behavior of frequency encoding when
different parameter selections are applied, they proposed a new fre-
quency encoding called Gaussian random Fourier feature (Gaussian
RFF or RFF) that samples frequencies from a normal distribution
N (0,σ2).

Hash Encoding: Instant-NGP [29] is regarded as a major ad-
vance in the field of neural representation. The method encodes
input coordinates with a multi-resolution hash table to a trainable
feature vector. Such an input encoding scheme enables trainable en-
coding parameters ψ . For the input coordinate u, integer indices are
assigned to the neighboring voxels at different grid levels by hashing
their corner coordinates. The spatial hash function is expressed as:

h(u) =

(
d⊕

i=1
uiπi

)
mod T, (3)

where
⊕

is the bit-wise XOR operation, πi are large prime numbers,
and T is the size of the hash table. Next, the learnable features are
retrieved by performing a lookup in the hash table. The features lo-
cated at the corners of different levels are then d-linearly interpolated
and concatenated to generate the encoded feature vector γ(u;ψ).

Nerfacto: Tancik et al. [41] developed a novel NeRF frame-
work, which combines various features from the state-of-the-art
NeRF methods and is optimized for real data captures. The pipeline
incorporates hash-encoding to ensure efficiency. Nerfacto further
improves the reconstruction quality for unbounded 360◦ scenes with
the scene contraction and proposal sampling techniques of MIP-
NeRF 360 [4]. It contracts the scene by mapping the infinity to
a cube with sides of length 2. The proposal sampler is optimized
by online distillation to sample occupied spatial regions efficiently
without dense sampling along the rays.

3.2 Vanishing Point Estimation
NeurVPS [47] utilizes a canonical conic space to locally compute
the global geometric information of vanishing points. It introduces
a novel operator called conic convolution, which facilitates feature
extraction and aggregation along structural lines (Fig. 4).

Given a vanishing point candidate v̂, the conic convolution net-
work predicts whether there exists a real vanishing point v, where
the angle between the corresponding directions of v̂ and v is less
than a predefined threshold µ .

The output y of a 3×3 conic convolution, which takes the feature
map x as input, can be expressed as follows:

y(p) =
1

∑
δx=−1

1

∑
δy=−1

w(δx,δy) ·x
(

p+δx · t̃+δy ·R π

2
t̃
)
, (4)

t̃ :=
v̂−p

∥v̂−p∥2
∈ R2, (5)

where p ∈R2 is the pixel coordinates, w represents a 3 × 3 trainable
convolution filter, R π

2
denotes the rotational matrix that performs a



counterclockwise 90◦ rotation on a 2D vector, t̃ is the normalized
direction vector pointing from the output pixel coordinate p to the
convolution center v̂. This applies specifically to images with pin-
hole projection.

After 4 consecutive conic convolution and max-pooling layers, the
extracted feature map of corresponding vanishing point candidates
is then flattened and passed to a sigmoid classifier with binary cross
entropy loss. The final prediction is made by a hierarchical sampling
of vanishing points candidates on the hemisphere.

4 METHOD

The proposed pipeline consists of two major parts. The first part
involves the compositing of hash-frequency encoding where we in-
corporate the hash-encoding from InstantNGP [29] by modifying the
input encoding scheme. The second part focuses on scene-encoding
alignment by estimating vanishing points with NeurVPS [47]. To
adapt NeurVPS for ODIs, we first explain the 3D geometry within
the ERP format. We then demonstrate various transformations ap-
plied to the input coordinates for 2D and 3D frequency encodings to
ensure alignment with the scene geometry.

4.1 Composition of Hash-Frequency Encoding
Here, we introduce auxiliary features in our encoding scheme to
improve the generalizability of the hash encoding. These features
are m-level frequency-encoded input coordinates γFE(u) ∈ R2md .
In the meantime, the input coordinates are hash-encoded (Sec. 3.1)
in a k levels multi-resolution feature grid of feature size f . These
encoded coordinates are linearly interpolated and concatenated with
the frequency features. This concatenation forms a feature vector
γ(u) ∈ Rk f+2md . The use of auxiliary features can be found in
different applications such as encoded view direction and textures
used in neural radiance caching [30].

The hashing process is a pseudo-random permutation, and it is
independent for each of the k levels. Due to the multi-resolution
design of the feature grid, the encoded features are able to preserve
low and high-frequency details without overfitting. However, our
experiments indicate that the hash encoding fails when the input
becomes extremely sparse (as few as 8 inputs that are 1 meter apart).
In contrast, NeRF with sinusoidal frequency encoding can still ap-
proximate the scene geometry.

Due to the explicit design of the multi-resolution hash grid, proper
centering of the scene and scaling are crucial for achieving optimal
performance. Despite the implementation of scene coordinate con-
traction [4], which reparameterizes infinite coordinates to ensure
that the unbounded scene always fits into the scene box with a side
length of 2, it is still essential to rescale and position the 3D region
or object of interest within the uncontracted region. However, these
centering and rescaling processes are not always perfect, particu-
larly when reconstructing 360◦ scenes with randomly posed cameras.
Our proposed encoding scheme introduces more spatial consistency,
enhancing the performance of hash encoding. Moreover, these de-
terministic features also improve the robustness of the system when
dealing with imperfect scene positioning and scaling, as they are not
reliant on the learnable features from the explicit structure.

4.2 NeurVPS for Omnidirectional Images
In order to align the positional encoding with the scene structure,
we need to extract the vanishing points from images. We adapted
NeurVPS [47] to enable vanishing point estimation from ERP im-
ages. Following the intuition of NeurVPS, the conic convolutional
network exploits the geometric prior and learns effectively vanishing
point-related features, where the conic kernels should follow the
distorted ”straight lines” leading toward the convolution center, i.e.
the vanishing points.

Parallel Lines and Vanishing Points in ERP: To determine the
corresponding kernel rotation for a given vanishing point candidate,

 

Figure 2: Angular coordinates of a generic spatial line that is speci-
fied by φ0,λ0,θ . [2].

Figure 3: A group of parallel lines (red) and their great circle
(dashed) at π/12 intervals has an incline of π/6, with vanishing
point v at (7π/12,π/6).

we first look at the projection of spatial lines on the sphere and show
how to find the tangent vector of the projected curves on an ERP
image. This involves defining the line equation in 3D and mapping it
onto the sphere using its longitude (λ ) and latitude (φ ) coordinates.

Let L be a spatial line defined in the angular coordinate, H being
the vertical plane where it lies. As shown in Fig. 2, θ is the incline
of L to the horizontal reference plane, λ0 is the angle from the
reference direction to the plane H, and φ0 is the elevation of p0. L
has its projection L′ on the reference plane, oq0 is the line segment
perpendicular to L′, and p0 is the point on the vertical plane going
through oq0 that intersects L. We determine the expression of the
latitude φ(λ ) = F(λ |λ0,φ0,θ) of point p in terms of its longitude
λ . Let q be the orthogonal projection of p onto the equatorial plane.
Let ∆X = |q0q| ,D0 = |oq0| ,H0 = |q0p0| . Then

φ(λ ) = arctan(
|pq|
|qo|

) = arctan(
H0 + tan(θ)∆X√

D2
0 +∆X2

)

= arctan(
tan(φ0)+ tan(θ) tan(λ −λ0)√

1+ tan(λ −λ0)
).

(6)

Based on the derived line expression in Eq. 6, a fixed λ0 and θ

determine a set of parallel lines with varying elevations φ0. These
lines converge at a shared vanishing point at v(λ0 +π/2,θ) and at
its antipode v∗(λ0 −π/2,−θ). This enables us to express 3D lines
on the ERP image plane using the specified vanishing point and φ0,
as illustrated in Fig. 3.

Conic Convolution Operators in ERP: Fig. 4 shows the different
rotations that should be applied to kernels of the conic convolution
for ERP images.

To calculate the rotation of corresponding kernels at any point
p = (λ ,φ) towards the vanishing point v(λ0 + π/2,θ), we must
ascertain the tangent vector t of the projected spatial line L on the
2D plane. Given a point p on the spatial lines, where φ is a function
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Figure 4: Sampled pixels of 3 × 3 conic convolution kernels for
perspective image (left), and ERP image (right). For v being the
vanishing point, grey circles are the output pixels. Yellow lines
indicate the structural lines converging at v.

Figure 5: Image of a city scene with structural lines in x (blue), y
(cyan), z (orange) directions (left). Encoded 2D coordinates with
respect to x (mid left), y (mid right), z (right) directions.

of λ , we can determine t = (1, dφ

dλ
) with the slope calculated as

follows:

dφ

dλ
=

tan(φ0)sin(λ0 −λ )+ tan(θ)cos(λ0 −λ )

(tan(φ0)cos(λ0 −λ )− tan(θ)sin(λ0 −λ ))2 +1
. (7)

The value of φ0 is uniquely determined by the vanishing point v
and the point p through which the spatial line L passes. This value
can be calculated as follows:

φ0(λ ,φ)= arctan
(

tan(φ)
√

1+ tan(λ −λ0)− tan(θ) tan(λ −λ0)
)
.

(8)
And the normalized direction vector t̃ can be expressed as:

t̃ =
t

||t||2
. (9)

We modify the conic convolution operator by replacing the direc-
tion vector t̃ in Eq. (5). Finally, we adopt the network design and
hierarchical sampling strategy from NeurVPS to train our model,
which we refer to as NeurVPS-ERP.

4.3 Vanishing point aligned frequency encoding
Once we have extracted the vanishing points from the 2D image,
our objective is to align the sinusoidal positional encoding with the
scene structures. This alignment ensures that points belonging to
the same spatial line share the same mapping of specific encoding
levels. However, the process of alignment differs between image
regression and NeRF tasks.

Perspective Image Regression: given one of the estimated van-
ishing points vi, we establish a polar coordinate system with the
origin located at vi = (xi,yi). Any pixel p = (x,y) can then be
represented in polar coordinates as follows:

ri =
√

(x− xi)2 +(y− yi)2

αi = arctan2(y− yi,x− xi).
(10)

Figure 6: The ERP image of an indoor scene with structural lines
in x (blue), y (cyan), z (orange) directions (top left). Encoded 2D
coordinates with respect to x (top right), y (bottom left), z (bottom
right) directions.

With this parameterization, points on the radial lines originating
from the vanishing point will share the same α value. For all n
vanishing points, we can then modify the input u of the positional
encoding as follows:

ualigned = (α1, ... , αn)
⊤, (11)

with ui,aligned = αi being the polar angles of pixels p with respect to
the vanishing point vi. Fig. 5 shows the sinusoidal encoded α in 3
vanishing point directions estimated from the image.

ERP Image Regression: Eq. (6) shows that for a vanishing point
vi = (λ i

0 +π/2,θ i), values of φ i
0 ∈ (−π,π) define all the parallel

lines intersecting in vi. For any pixel p = (λ ,φ), φ i
0 is a function of

λ ,φ as indicated in Eq. (8). Thus, all pixels on the same spatial line
have the same φ0 values. Similarly we express the elements of u by
φ i

0 with respect vanishing point vi as follows:

ualigned = (φ 1
0 , ... , φ

n
0 )

⊤. (12)

Fig. 6 illustrates the encoded φ0 in 3 orthogonal directions of
ERP images.

3D NeRF: The extracted vanishing point in a 2D image can be
converted to Cartesian coordinates vi ∈ R3.

vi =
(

sin(θ i) · sin(λ i
0 +

π

2
), cos(θ i), −sin(θ i) · cos(λ i

0 +
π

2
)
)⊤

.

(13)
According to the Manhattan world assumption and constrained esti-
mation from NeurVPS, we can estimate 3 vanishing points which
form a new orthonormal basis V:

V = [v1,v2,v3]
⊤. (14)

The coordinates are sampled on the casted rays from the indi-
vidual cameras. The camera is associated with a rotation R that
maps the coordinates from camera space to world space. With the
orthonormal basis V, estimated from the image with corresponding
camera rotation R, the global transform should have the form:

ualigned = VR⊤u. (15)

5 EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we first demonstrate the effectiveness of hash-
frequency compositing. We then evaluate our vanishing point es-
timation pipeline by comparing it with the original NeurVPS [47]
implementation. Through experimental analysis, we demonstrate
that our proposed encoding alignment technique not only enhances
our method but also improves different state-of-the-art encoding



Figure 7: Angle accuracy [0,10) of NeurVPS and NeurVPS-ERP on
ERP datasets

schemes. Furthermore, we present competitive results of our pipeline
compared to other sparse input NeRF methods. Finally, we illustrate
how our alignment technique extends to 2D image regression tasks.
For detailed information regarding the implementation of the model,
please refer to the supplementary material.

5.1 Hash-Frequency Encoding

We first want to find the optimal settings for combining the hash-
encoding (HE) and frequency-encoding (FE) levels. To achieve this,
we performed a parameter sweep across different frequency levels
(2,4,8,16) while keeping the levels of the hash grid to be fixed at the
default value of 16. We conduct our experiment on the synthetic
datasets of ODIs from the 2 Blender demos (”Classroom”, ”Lone
Monk”) [1]. The scenes are sampled with two different camera
setups, sparse (2×2×2) and normal (3×3×2). The virtual cameras
are placed on the vertices of a subdivided cuboid with a minimal
distance of 1 meter between adjacent cameras. For validation, we
further render 20 views that are evenly distributed along a path
traversing the scene.

We quantitatively evaluate how the frequency features enhance
the performance of hash encoding when dealing with sparse inputs.
As quality metrics, we report the average Peak Signal to Noise Ratio
(PSRN), Structural Similarity (SSIM) [42], and Learned Perceptual
Image Patch Similarity (LPIPS) [46] on the validation dataset. We
evaluate our model after 30000 iterations with a ray batch size of
4096.

The results in Tab. 1 show that the combination of hash encoding
with 8-level frequency encoding (HE + FE8) provides the most
stable outcomes for both sparse and normal setups as well as for
different scenes.

5.2 Vanishing Point Estimation for ERP images

We train our model NeurVPS-ERP to detect vanishing points from
ODIs. For training, we render ERP images of various positions and
orientations from 3 synthetic scenes (”Classroom”, ”Lone Monk”,
and ”City”). For testing, we use a new scene ”Barbershop” [1], and
a held-out subset from the training views. To compare our extended
NeurVPS-ERP model with the original NeurVPS [47], we trained
both models on the ERP datasets. The models are evaluated with the
angle accuracy(AA) metric proposed in NeurVPS. The AA [0,10)
curve (Fig. 7), shows the percentage of predictions whose angle
difference is within the thresholds under 10 degrees. The results
indicate that the above 95% of the predictions from our model fall
within the 2-degree threshold. In contrast, the original NeurVPS
implementation struggles to effectively learn features from distorted
images, resulting in significantly lower performance.

5.3 Scene Encoding Alignment
We evaluate the effectiveness of our full pipeline, i.e. the vanishing
point aligned hash-frequency encoding. We compare our results
against the baseline method Nerfacto with hash encoding and MIP-
NeRF 360 [4] with frequency encoding. The MIP-NeRF 360 models
are evaluated after 200000 iterations with a ray batch size of 1024.
Additionally, we demonstrate the effectiveness of our vanishing
point (VP) encoding alignment for our method as well as Nerfacto
and MIP-NeRF 360. The results are reported on 360◦ synthetic
and perspective real-world datasets. For the synthetic scenes, we
introduced a global rotation of 30◦ along the x-axis to intentionally
misalign the encodings. Subsequently, we aligned both the synthetic
and real scenes using the estimated vanishing points obtained from
the 2D images. As the scene configuration is crucial to the hash-
based methods, we conducted experiments on scenes with initial
imperfect scaling and fine-tuned (FT) ones. The initial scaling
factors are calculated by ensuring all the input cameras are bounded
in the scene box of side length 1, i.e. the uncontracted region.
However, it’s important to note that the fine-tuning of the scale
factor is conducted specifically for sparse camera setups. It may not
necessarily be optimal for normal camera setups.

Tab. 2 illustrates that our model outperformed the baseline method
Nerfacto and achieves quantitative results comparable to or better
than the MIP-NeRF 360. Nerfacto, with its hash-encoding, degrades
heavily when input views are sparse (see Fig. 8), while MIP-NeRF
360, with its frequency-encoding, can approximate the scene geome-
try well. On the other hand, our method shows stable results dealing
with sparse inputs even with imperfect scene configurations. In the
classroom scene, MIP-NeRF 360 shows the best results due to the
high-contrast axis-aligned structures like the blinds (see 9). However,
it’s worth noting that the training of Nerfacto and our method is com-
pleted in approximately 5 minutes, while MIP-NeRF 360 requires
around 2 hours of training time on a single NVIDIA A40. The results
in Tab. 2 also demonstrate that our vanishing point scene-encoding
alignment further improves the encoding approaches, especially for
MIP-NeRF 360 (see also Fig. 9) by enhancing the reconstruction
quality of axis-aligned structures.

We additionally compare our method against other state-of-the-
art sparse input NeRF methods (PixelNeRF [45], MVSNeRF [7],
RegNeRF [31]) on forward facing scenes. The evaluation is per-
formed on the LLFF dataset [26] using 3-view setups, following the
same experimental settings as in RegNeRF. The averaged results
are reported across the entire dataset, which consists of 8 different
scenes. The conditional models MVSNeRF and PixelNeRF have
trained on the DTU [21] dataset and optimized per scene. Similarly,
for hash-based methods, we compare the results of initial imperfect
scene scaling and centering with the fine-tuned (FT) configurations.

The results in Tab. 3 show that the proposed method outper-
forms other conditional models (PixelNeRF, MVSNeRF) even with
imperfect scene configurations. The proposed method achieves
comparable results to the RegNeRF and better results after a fine-
tuning of scene scaling and positioning. The comparison with the
hash-encoding baseline method Nerfacto shows the composition of
frequency encoding brought improvement to the hash-encoding and
enhanced the robustness of Nerfacto while dealing with suboptimal
scene scaling (see also Fig. 10).

5.3.1 Encoding Alignment for Image Regression

We experimentally demonstrate that the vanishing point encoding-
alignment technique also applies to 2D image regression. We fol-
lowed the test routine described in [40]. Like the 3D NeRF, an MLP
is trained to regress from pixel coordinate to RGB value for each
image. The training is done from pixels sampled from a regularly-
spaced grid containing 1/4 of the pixels, and the test error on the
full image is evaluated. We use 256 frequency levels for both the
vanilla frequency encoding (FE256) and the Gaussian Fourier feature



(a) Reference (Classroom sparse) (b) Nerfacto RGB (c) Nerfacto Depth (d) Ours(HE+FE8) RGB (e) Ours (HE+FE8) Depth

(f) Reference (Lone Monk sparse) (g) Nerfacto + FT RGB (h) Nerfacto + FT Depth (i) Ours (HE+FE8) + FT RGB (j) Ours (HE+FE8) + FT Depth

Figure 8: Nerfacto degrades or fails when the input data becomes sparse (incorrect geometry and floaters in (b) and (g)). Our combination of
hash and frequency encoding enhances the consistency of scene geometry and improves the final rendering significantly.

(a) Reference
(Classroom)

(b) MIP-NeRF 360
(sparse)

(c) MIP-NeRF 360
+ VP (sparse)

(d) Ours (HE + FE8)
(sparse)

(e) Ours (HE + FE8) + VP
(sparse)

(f) MIP-NeRF 360
(normal)

(g) MIP-NeRF 360
+ VP (normal)

(h) Reference
(BWW-entrance)

(i) MIP-NeRF 360
(15 views)

(j) MIP-NeRF 360
+ VP (15 views)

(k) Ours (HE + FE8)
(15 views)

(l) Ours (HE + FE8) + VP
(15 views)

(m) MIP-NeRF 360
(30 views)

(n) MIP-NeRF 360
+ VP (30 views)

Figure 9: The alignment of vanishing points improves various encodings by enhancing the on-axis structures in both sparse and normal setups.
Among the encoding methods, a visually more significant improvement is observed for the frequency encoding compared to the hash encoding
methods.

Reference Nerfacto RegNeRF Ours (HE + FE8) Reference Nerfacto RegNeRF Ours (HE + FE8)

Figure 10: Results on LLFF 3-view setup with suboptimal scene scaling. Our method demonstrates a dramatic improvement over the baseline
hash encoding method Nerfacto, i.e. achieving state-of-the-art performance.



Table 1: Quantitative Results of Composited Encoding with Different Levels of Frequency Features

Classroom (sparse / normal) Lone Monk (sparse / normal)

PSNR ↑ SSIM ↑ LPIPS ↓ PSNR ↑ SSIM ↑ LPIPS ↓
HE + FE2 15.76 / 15.91 0.546 / 0.520 0.591 / 0.552 15.76 / 24.19 0.541 / 0.761 0.378 / 0.145
HE + FE4 21.09 / 25.49 0.669 / 0.820 0.253 / 0.137 21.15 / 24.26 0.657 / 0.764 0.229 / 0.140
HE + FE8 21.22 / 25.50 0.671 / 0.830 0.251 / 0.129 21.72 / 24.33 0.677 / 0.768 0.219 / 0.136
HE + FE16 14.23 / 25.43 0.524 / 0.826 0.587 / 0.132 21.89 / 24.44 0.683 / 0.771 0.213 / 0.132

Table 2: Quantitative Results of Different Methods on 360◦ Synthetic and Real scenes

Classroom sparse Lone Monk sparse BWW-Entrance 15 views

Method PSNR ↑ SSIM ↑ LPIPS ↓ PSNR ↑ SSIM ↑ LPIPS ↓ PSNR ↑ SSIM ↑ LPIPS ↓
MIP-NeRF 360 21.56 0.671 0.289 20.29 0.610 0.279 19.56 0.563 0.417
MIP-NeRF 360 + VP 22.94 0.720 0.228 20.76 0.651 0.235 20.32 0.606 0.358
Nerfacto 14.30 0.487 0.592 10.85 0.380 0.615 13.90 0.472 0.402
Nerfacto + FT 16.46 0.540 0.474 20.19 0.641 0.244 19.75 0.662 0.211
Nerfacto + FT + VP 16.85 0.560 0.434 20.21 0.643 0.242 20.16 0.681 0.199
Ours (HE + FE8) 19.17 0.605 0.314 18.50 0.612 0.308 20.28 0.688 0.189
Ours (HE + FE8) + FT 20.14 0.657 0.285 21.71 0.672 0.217 20.40 0.703 0.177
Ours (HE + FE8) + FT + VP 21.22 0.671 0.251 21.72 0.677 0.219 20.88 0.708 0.174

Table 3: Quantitative Results of Different Sparse-input NeRF Meth-
ods on Forward-Facing Scenes

LLFF (3 views)

Method PSNR ↑ SSIM ↑ LPIPS ↓
PixelNeRF 16.17 0.438 0.512
MVSNeRF 17.88 0.584 0.327
RegNeRF 19.08 0.587 0.336
Nerfacto 14.84 0.393 0.389
Nerfacto + FT 17.94 0.576 0.206
Ours (HE + FE8) 18.91 0.598 0.181
Ours (HE + FE8) + FT 19.09 0.604 0.176

Source: results of other sparse-NeRF methods are obtained from the
experiments reported in the RegNeRF paper [31].

Table 4: Comparison of Image Regression with Different Encodings.

SU3 ScanNet ERP2D

FE256 29.30 38.94 25.23
RFF256 29.50 39.04 25.19
FE255 + VP 29.74 39.30 26.70

(RFF256). For vanishing-point-aligned frequency encoding, the fre-
quency levels should be a multiple of the number of vanishing points.
For a fair comparison, we ensure that the vanishing-point-aligned
encoding has levels equal to or less than 256. In our experiment,
255 levels of vanishing point aligned frequency features (FE255 +
VP) are utilized.

We report the result on the synthetic dataset SceneCity Urban 3D
(SU3) [48] and the real dataset ScanNet [10] in Tab. 4. For the ODI
regression task, we use the rendering from datasets ”Classroom” and
”Lone Monk” (ERP2D). We did a hyperparameter sweep to find the
best σ in Eq.( 2) for each encoding on different data distributions.
We report the average PSNR of reconstructed images on different
datasets.

Tab. 4 shows that aligned frequency encoding improves the 2D
image reconstruction for both perspective and ERP images over
the vanilla frequency encoding and the non-deterministic encoding
(Gaussian RFF) [40].

6 CONCLUSION

We addressed the problem of synthesizing 360◦ views using sparse
datasets of hash-encoding-based NeRF by leveraging frequency en-
coding. In our experiments, we demonstrate that our composite
hash-frequency encoding scheme enhances the robustness of hash
encoding under imperfect scene scaling and improves the quality
of view synthesis with sparse omnidirectional as well as perspec-
tive inputs. Additionally, we utilize vanishing point information
extracted from 2D images to further improve different encoding
schemes through scene-encoding alignment, thereby enhancing the
reconstruction of on-axis content.
Limitation and Future Work: Our additional experiments show
that as inputs become dense and adequate, the effectiveness of auxil-
iary frequency features diminishes (see the supplementary material).
It will potentially prevent hash-encoding from fitting to fine details
and impact performance. Future work in this area could focus on
finding more suitable frequency levels for different data and im-
proving the compositing approach without increasing the size of the
features. Moreover, in our investigation, aligned positional encoding
has proven effective for synthetic scenes with clear structures like
Manhattan-world-like scenes, but its effectiveness may be reduced
in real natural image captures due to the presence of misaligned ob-
jects, motion blur, and noise commonly found in datasets. Aligning
scene structures using methods that are not limited to orthogonal
vanishing points can be a potential solution.
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